Sr. UI/UX Engineer
Department: Development
Department: Compliance
Location: Remote
Job Type: Full time
Salary: Negotiable based upon experience
Plus; Competitive benefits plan including healthcare,
vision, dental and 401K plan with corporate matching in the USA.

Company Overview
StackUnited is a full-service technology and design company specializing in web
development, digital content storage, distribution and streaming. We are presently
contracted as the development team for a rapidly growing platform in the exciting, fast
paced, multi-billion-dollar adult technology industry, the StackUnited team is composed
of open minded, ethical, passionate people committed to expanding the utilization of
applicable technologies today, and in the future to propel the needs of business and
consumers alike.
We firmly believe our success stems from the desire to empower our teammates to
believe anything is possible and deliver exceptional results. As Steve Jobs once said,
“...while some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius, because the ones who
are crazy enough to think that they can change the world, are the ones who do.” If you
are ready to join a life changing team, we are ready to hear from you!

Position Summary
If you have equal parts creative analytical thinking skills, excellent understanding of
contemporary user-focused design methodologies, and project management, then you
are the UI/UX Engineer we have been looking for. You will need to turn complex problems
into intuitive solutions. As our UI/UX Engineer, you will bridge the gap between design
and development teams to produce a beautiful and efficient user experience. You will
need to be a flexible people person, able to adapt to the many changes of designing
software products.
We are seeking futuristic, versatile, strategy-minded creatives with marketing experience,
an understanding of the importance of consistent and effective brand messaging, and a
strong work ethic. This person meets and exceeds deadlines, is able to problem solve,
while working in a fast passed environment and work in harmony with others.

Responsibilities






Work with Product Owners and Marketing teammates to produce the best
experience for users
User Interface
Perform user research
Analyzing user habits and behavior on the platform
Create rough drafts of design and interface elements to present to stakeholders







Provide user interface design concepts such as menus, tabs and widgets
Detailed user interface visual mock-ups, storyboards, process flows and
sitemaps that clearly demonstrate how the platform looks and functions
Wire frames
Prototyping new products
Usability testing

Requirements


















Excellent understanding, written and verbal English
7+ years’ experience within UI/UX design
UX Degree – BS minimum, Masters preferred
UI Degree – BS minimum, Master preferred
The following degrees will be a huge plus; Graphic Design, Visual Design,
Computer Science, Web Programming, Information Architecture
A master with Chrome’s Developer Tools
Excellent with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
Experience with any of the following; Semantic HTML, Package Managers
(NPM), jQuery, Angular, Vue, and React is a plus
Experienced with responsive design
Ability to multitask and handle several projects simultaneously
Experienced with agile development (SCRUM)
Outgoing, clear communicator, people person able to demonstrate to groups of
stakeholders
Extremely organized with strong time-management skills
Detail oriented, analytical and inquisitive
Able to work well under pressure
Excellent problem solving and critical thinking skills
Ability to work independently and with others

